Mouse over MyCWU
Then click Canvas

Log in

NOTICE: You are logging in to one or more applications via the CWU single sign on service. When you have finished using these applications, in order to log out fully you MUST close all browser windows and tabs and exit your browser (Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer, Safari, etc.) Failure to do so may allow other users of this computer to access your personal information.
CHOOSE YOUR BENEFIT FROM LIST OF MODULES
Click each document link (the view above shows Post 9/11 – Chapter 33 benefit)

(Notice Sample Documents at top of screen grab)
Submit each Assignment as seen in screen grab below.

If you would like more information on the paperwork, please see the sample documents in Canvas available at the top of the Modules.

CANVAS HELP:
http://www.cwu.edu/online-learning/canvas-help-and-support-students

CANVAS OVERVIEW VIDEO:
https://community.canvaslms.com/videos/1124